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The southern Antarctic Peninsula is heavily glacierized; from
its crest the peninsula icecap discharges both east and west as
outlet glaciers that descend to seawater through mountainous
terrain. The Lassiter Coast, along the east side of the southern
Antarctic Peninsula adjacent to the Weddell Sea (figure 1), is a
north-trending mountain range transected by such east-flow-
ing outlet glaciers.

The mountains consist primarily of two mutually distinctive
rock groups of Mesozoic age: (1) dark-colored volcaniclastic
shale and siltstone (Latady Formation) and volcanic rocks, and
(2) medium-grained plutonic rocks of compositions between
granite and gabbro, most commonly granodiorite (Rowley and
Williams 1982; Rowley, Schmidt, and Williams 1982; Rowley et
al. in press). Erratics of one group are conspicuous on bedrock
exposures of the other group.

Sparsely distributed glacial striae and erratics (figure 2) in the
mountains of the northern Lassiter Coast indicate that the Ant-
arctic Peninsula icecap was formerly much thicker than it is
today. On ridgecrests and summits as high as 500 meters above
glacier surfaces near latitude 73°30'S (figure 1), granodiorite
erratics lie on shale bedrock, where striae trend 065 to 075
degrees. Sparse striae near latitude 70°00'S also trend generally
east-northeast (azimuths 045 to 070 degrees) across summits
and ridgecrests at least as high as 450 meters above the present
ice surface (figure 1). The ridgecrest striae of the northern group
are oblique to the southeast trend of the Mosby Glacier, which
flows to the Weddell Sea between southeast-trending mountain
groups (figure 1). The ridgecrest and summit striae in both areas
reveal an ice flow that was thicker and less controlled by local
topogrphy than are the existing ice streams.

This relation between ridgecrest and lower-level ice flow in
the Lassiter Coast is not unique: in moderate- to high-relief
terrains formerly buried by ice sheets many ridgecrest striae are
oblique or even normal to lower altitude striae. When late-
Wisconsin ice sheet and icecaps were thick, surface ice flowed
with only faint regard for local topography, but as the ice be-

came thinner it became guided between local divides that pro-
gressively emerged through the thinning ice (e.g., Waitt 1972,
1981).

The general east-northeast trend of striae on summits in the
northern Lassiter Coast probably records the influence of a
formerly thicker and more extensive west antarctic ice sheet
distributary that flowed northeast along the Weddell Sea to-
ward the South Atlantic Ocean (figure 1, inset). It is thought that
antarctic ice sheets expand and contract mainly because the
grounding line advances or retreats in response to changes in
sea level (Hollin 1962; Thomas and Bentley 1978; Thomas 1979;
Paterson 1980, 1981, pages 180-182). A seaward expanse during
an episode of lowered sea level increases the thickness of ice
near the terminus more than it increases the thickness of ice far
inland (Hollin 1962, figure 4; Thomas 1979; Paterson 1980).
Therefore, an increased thickness of 500 meters some 50-100
kilometers inland from the Weddell Sea implies that the broad
ice sheet lobe in the lowland now occupied by the Weddell Sea
was thicker than 1,000 meters. Carrara (1981) constructed the-
oretical ice profiles to account for striae and erratics on nunataks
as high as 450 meters above present ice surfaces in the moun-
tains of the Orville Coast, 350-400 kilometers south-southwest
of the Lassiter Coast. He calculated that during a lowered late-
Wisconsin sea level, ice should have extended at least 70 to 320
kilometers beyond its present margins at the shore of the Wed-
dell Sea. These values are conservative and they ignore the
influence of the enormous glacier that must have expanded
northward from the west antarctic ice sheet along the Weddell
Sea trough (figure 1, inset). The obliquity of summit striae in the
northern Lassiter Coast to local trunk glaciers and to the east
coast of the Antarctic Peninsula suggests that the west antarctic
ice sheet distributary extended as a grounded glacier north to
latitude 73°S or beyond—more than 800 kilometers beyond its
present grounding line near latitude 80°S. The glacier probably
terminated at the edge of the Continental Shelf about 1000
kilometers northeast of its present grounding line and 350 kilo-
meters east-northeast of the Lassiter Coast (figure 1, inset)
(Stuiver et al. 1981, figure 7-27).

The age of the thick-ice stage in the northern Lassiter Coast
cannot be ascertained from strickly local evidence, nor was
Carrara (1981) able to date the thick-ice stage in the Orville
Coast. There are no morainal garlands around nunataks in the
Lassiter Coast such as occur in parts of the Transantarctic Moun-
tains (Barrett and Elliot 1973; Elliot, Barrett, and Mayewski
1974). A relative sequence of glacial deposits therefore cannot be
ascertained in the Lassiter Coast for correlation with weathering
or geomorphic sequences elsewhere in Antarctica. Denton,
Armstrong, and Stuiver (1970, 1971) and Stuiver et al (1981),
however, date the last advance and thickening of the marine ice
sheet in the McMurdo Sound area (Ross Sea) as coincident with
the global sea-level lowering in late-Wisconsin time. The sparse
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Figure 1. Map of Lassiter Coast region, redrawn from U.S. Geological Survey 1:500,000 base maps of Palmer Land. [Bedrock geology from
Rowley and Williams (1982) and Rowley et al. (in press): "G" denotes granitic rock, "L" denotes Latady Formation, and irregular shapes denote
principal nunataks. Inserts redrawn from Denton and Hughes (1 981, figure 7-26): heavy line denotes limits of present ice shelves; dashed line
denotes Ice limit during late Wisconsin Inferred by Stuiver et al. (1981); dotted lines denote inferred iceflow during that stage; "LC" denotes
Lassiter Coast; "OC" denotes Orville Coast.]
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Figure 2. (Left) View toward azimuth 025 of subangular, hard, scar-
cely weathered granodiorite erratics on nunatak south of Douglas
Glacier. Erratics rest in felsenmeer of black shale of the Latady
Formation, about 0.8 kilometers east of nearest contact with gra-
nodlorite; nearby striae trend 065 to 075 degrees. These relations
Indicate a former northeastward overflow of ice through this saddle.

weathering of angular to subangular granitic erratics in the
northern Lassiter Coast is similar to the sparse weathering of
granitic erratics that I briefly examined on both sides of
McMurdo Sound—at Cape Royds on Ross Island and on mo-
raines at the terminus of an alpine glacier in Taylor Valley on the
edge of the Transantarctic Mountains (see also Stuiver et al.
1981, page 331 and figure 7-13). According to Denton et al.
(1970, figure 3), these erratics relate to the last Ross and Alpine
glaciations in the McMurdo Sound area, dated between about
9,500 and 35,000 radiocarbon years ago. In contrast to these
sparsely weathered angular erratics, subangular to rounded
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boulders beyond the Ross I and Alpine I drift limits but within
the Taylor III drift limit of Denton et al. (1970, figure 3) are
grussified, cavernously weathered, and wind faceted. Stones
on moraines above (and thus older than) low moraines farther
south in the Transantarctic Mountains are also highly
weathered (Elliot et al. 1974; Mayewski 1975). The sparse
weathering of erratics on nunataks in the Lassiter Coast there-
fore suggests that the thick-ice stage evidenced in the southern
Antarctic Peninsula is late-Wisconsin age.

Field work was done during austral summer 1972-1973 inci-
dental to bedrock mapping by the U.S. Geological Survey. The
field project was financed by National Science Foundation grant
AG-187 and logistically supported by U.S. Navy Operation Deep
Freeze.
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During the past three austral field seasons, we investigated
late Tertiary overridings of the Transantarctic Mountains by an
expanded antarctic ice sheet considerably larger than those of
late Quaternary ice ages. Geologic and glaciologic studies both
indicate that eustatic sea-level changes caused by Northern
Hemisphere ice sheets drove late Quaternary fluctuations of the

antarctic ice sheet, when it repeatedly grounded on peripheral
continental shelves but did not thicken sufficiently to inundate
the Transantarctic Mountains (Hollin 1962; Stuiver and others
1981). We suggest that eustatic sea level also drove ice-sheet
variations during at least the youngest Tertiary overriding epi-
sode, when the mountains were inundated, because evidence
of climatic change at that time is absent in the Transantarctic
Mountains. If we are correct, the latest overriding episode (and
perhaps earlier episodes) reflect large concurrent Northern
Hemisphere ice sheets. These large ice sheets could have
shaped major fjords in eastern Canada and Greenland that are
othewise difficult to explain by limited late Quaternary ice ex-
tent in these regions (Andrews and Miller 1976; Funder and
Hjort 1973). We outline here evidence for overriding.

The dry valleys region in the Transantarctic Mountains shows
two major imprints of glacial erosion. The older imprint in-
cludes major valley systems that occur on the eastern mountain
flank where they form the dry valleys, as well as on the western
mountain flank where they lie buried beneath the ice sheet
(Drewry 1982). Mountain ranges between dry valleys exhibit
glacial erosional features, which complete the older imprint.
The major valleys, as well as mountain alpine erosional forms,
were cut primarily by a local ice cover rather than by a continent-
al ice sheet, because on the western flank of the Transantarctic
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